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About the book

By 1300 AD, the Sky Hand people had crushed and 
enslaved the Albaamaha people and built their high-walled 
capital, Split Sky City, to dominate towns up and down 
the Black Warrior River. But a violent wind is brewing 
that may topple the city’s mighty walls. Great armies are 
on the march and a cunning new leader, Smoke Shield, 
has risen. He will lead the Sky Hand people either to 
stunning triumph or to bloody doom.

A novel of desperate political intrigue and spiritual power, 
People of the Thunder, sequel to People of the Weeping 
Eye, once again demonstrates the Gears’ mastery of 
American prehistory. Explore the ancestral heritage of the 
Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, and Yuchi peoples as the 
majesty and genius of the vanished Mississippian mound 
builders’ civilization comes to life.

W. Michael Gear  
and Kathleen  
O’Neal Gear

People of the Thunder

“The Gears have consistently captured  
early Native American life with precision,  

detail, and narrative excitement.”    

—Booklist
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About thIs GuIDe

The questions below are intended to enhance your reading 
of People of the Thunder. They are also pertinent to those 
who have read its prequel, People of the Weeping Eye.

QuestIons for DIscussIon

1. As the story begins, the Deer Man spirit tells Two 
Petals, “Mystery, temptation, destruction. Such a 
curious combination Power weaves.” To what mysteries, 
temptations and destructive acts does Deer Man refer? 
What events has Power wrought in the early chapters of 
the novel? How might Power be defined? 

2. Trader tells Rainbow City leader Born-of-Sun that,  
“I had to face my death. The moment I made that 
decision, I began to understand. Things like copper, 
status, and glory are distractions. I am only here to serve 
Power.” (p. 34) How does this insight, and the plan 
Trader makes with Born-of-Sun’s support, frame the 
subsequent events of the novel?

3. What is the unusual status of the Albaamaha amongst 
the other tribes of the region? How does Amber Bead 
learn the fates of his Albaamo tribesman, Red Awl, and of 
Smoke Shield’s emissary, Fast Legs? 

4. To rescue whom does Old White trade with War Chief 
Great Cougar? In what other ways does the interplay of 
trade and Power serve to drive the novel? 

5. Compare the relationship between Old White and Two 
Petals with that of Paunch and Whippoorwill. What type 
of sisterhood do Two Petals and Whippoorwill share? 
How might this relationship be seen as a spiritual foil to 
the alliance between Heron Wing and Morning Dew?

6. Why does Heron Wing invite Morning Dew to  
meet with Pale Cat, Night Star and Blood Skull?  
What does the group conclude about the wiles of Smoke 
Shield? Why do they worry that no one will believe them? 
Do the confusion and plotting between the tribes in 
People of the Thunder resemble the dynamics of current 
events? Why are trust—and peace—so hard to achieve 
between peoples?

7. What is the significance of Two Petals’s sexual, 
nonromantic relationship with Trader? How is this 
preparation for meeting her “husband”? How does  
this affect her sense of self? What other images and  
events in the novel hint at the man to whom Two  
Petals will bind herself?

8. In Chapter 18, a Spirit Being tells Flying Hawk that, 
“You have done everything…All that will be you have 
wrought to obtain the high minko’s chair…In the end, it 
is a struggle between brothers.” How have Flying Hawk’s 
greed and guilt impacted his assessment of, actions 
toward, and complicity in the bad acts of Smoke Shield?

9. How are snakes perceived by the tribes of People of the 
Thunder and why does this reveal the particular aptness 
of Trader’s true name? In what other ways are snakes 
and serpents a recurring motif in the novel? What is the 
relationship between snakes and thunder?

10. How is Split Sky City an emblem of both prosperity 
and decay? Which characters, objects and images represent 
these elements of the city? How does the return of Old 
White and Trader heighten this sense of duality?

11. Compare the reactions of Trader and Flying Hawk 
when they realize that those they believed to be dead 
remain among the living. How are Heron Wing and 
Green Snake reunited? Are they justified in breaking 
Chikosi ethics to be together?

12. How do Smoke Shield’s war schemes parallel his 
childhood deceits? What happens when Bullfrog Pipe 
informs Smoke Shield of his brother’s return? Does his 
dishonorable reaction make Smoke Shield more open to 
the advances of Two Petals—more ready to rely upon her 
predictions? Why or why not?

13. How does Morning Dew’s broken promise to guard 
the White Arrow war medicine hidden in Heron Wing’s 
house foreshadow a more painful betrayal on the would-
be battlefield near the end of the novel? Does this second 
action fully answer Morning Dew’s question: “What does 
it take to stop a war?” (Chapter 24).

14. What happens when Green Snake confronts Smoke 
Shield in the Council meeting? How does Old White stop 
Flying Hawk from dismissing Green Snake? To what use 
does Green Snake finally put his hidden copper? What 
does Trader find when he dives after Two Petals? 

15. What is the relationship between Two Petals’s early 
observation that, should she fail in her duty to Power, 
“We will all die, and end up in a charnel house…”  
(p. 12) and Old White’s closing admonishment to trader 
that, “I’m the Seeker, and I’m not ready to be a corpse” 
(p. 403)? Were Two Petals and Old White ever of the 
ordinary world? Can Trader be seen to bridge the spiritual 
and earthly worlds, and does this enable him to restore the 
balance of Power? If so, how? 
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16. At the start of People of the Weeping Eye, Native 
American Mary Wet Bear laments contemporary scholars’ 
lack of understanding of the vibrancy of her ancient 
peoples’ world. At the close of People of the Thunder, 
the authors detail the status of the historical sites which 
inform the novel. Is there a relationship between these 
commentaries? Might the notion, accepted by some 
characters in People of the Thunder, that Split Sky City 
will not last forever—that peoples, cultures, places come 
and go—be useful to our own, twenty-first-century 
worldview? 

17. Beyond a vivid depiction of ancient ways of life, 
might this novel be understood as an exploration of 
the relationship between self and society? Loyalty and 
betrayal? Duty and sacrifice? Explain your answer.

PrAIse for MIchAel GeAr  
AnD kAthleen o’neAl GeAr

“Drawing on their backgrounds in archaeology,  
the Gears vividly recreate Paleolithic America in  
this enchanting and instructive novel.”

 —PuBlishers Weekly on PeoPle of the NightlaNd

“The Gears spin a fascinating, heartrending tale of two 
children fighting for their lives and making an everlasting 
impact on the fate of their tribes.”

—liBrary JourNal on PeoPle of the Masks

“Flowing imagination, storytelling marvels. The Gears 
have a fine time drawing the various interclan rivalries 
and clashes of cultures.”

—kirkus revieWs on PeoPle of the Masks

“A great adventure tale, throbbing with life and  
death.…The most convincing reconstruction of  
prehistory I have read.”

—Morgan LLyweLyn on PeoPle of the earth

 


